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Abstract
Recommender systems are ubiquitous. Our digital lives are influenced by their use when, for instance, we select the news to read, the product to buy, the friend to connect with, and the movie to watch. While enormous academic research efforts have been mainly focused on getting high-quality recommendations to reach maximum user satisfaction, little effort has been devoted to studying the integrity and security of these systems. Is there an underlying relationship between the characteristics of the historical user-item interactions and the efficacy of injection of false users/feedback strategies against collaborative models? Can public semantic data be used to perform attacks more potent in raising the recommendability of victim items? Can a malicious user poison or evade the image data of visual recommenders with adversarial perturbed product images? Is the family of model-based recommenders more vulnerable to multi-step gradient-based adversarial perturbations? Furthermore, is the adversarial training robustification still effective in the last scenario? Is this training defense influencing the beyond-accuracy and bias performance?

This dissertation intends to pave the way towards more robust recommender systems, beginning with understanding how to robustify a model, what is the cost of robustness in terms of reduction of recommendation accuracy, and which are the novel adversarial risks of modern recommenders. This thesis, getting inspiration from the literature on the security of collaborative models against the insertion of hand-engineered fake profiles and the recent advances of adversarial machine learning methods in other research areas like computer vision, contributes to several directions: (i) the proposal of a practical framework to interpret the impact of data characteristics on the robustness of collaborative recommenders [Deldjoo et al., 2020], (ii) the design of powerful attack strategies using publicly available semantic data [Anelli et al., 2020], (iii) the identification of severe adversarial vulnerabilities of visual-based recommender models where adversaries can break the recommendation integrity by pushing products to the highest recommendation positions with a simple and human-imperceptible perturbation of products’ images [Anelli et al., 2021b], (iv) the proposal of robust adversarial perturbation methods capable of completely breaking the accuracy of matrix factorization recommenders [Anelli et al., 2021a], and (v) a formal study that examines the effects of adversarial training in reducing the recommendation quality of state-of-the-art model-based recommenders Anelli et al. [2021c].
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